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CS64O2. DESIGN AND ANATYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

unit I

1. Elaborate on Asymptotic Notations with examples

2. Elaborate Mathematical analysis of recursive and non-recursive algorithms (Fibonacci series' Tower

of Hahoi, Problems using backward substitutionl

3, Explain how Time Complexity is calculated' Give an example

4. Explain important problem types in detail

5, fxplain fundamentals of algorithmic problem solving in detail
Unit ll

1.Exp|ainmelgesort(or)quicksortwitha|gorithm,caseana|ysis,prob|emandexp|anation
2. Explain strassens matrix multiplication
3. Explain closest pair and convex hull problems u;ing brute force

4. What is divide and conquer strategyand explain the binary search with suitable example problem

Unit lll
1. Use function oBsT to compute w(i,j),r(i,j) and c(i,j), 0<=i<i<=4 1or the identifier set (a1, a2,a3,a4) =

(cout,ff oat,if,while) with pirt=rlio, ptzl= Ll5' pl3l=tlto' plfil=tlzo 
' 
q(ol=1/5' q(1)=1n0' q(2Frl5'

q(S)=f/ZO,"nU q1a1=tlZ6.Usingthe r(l,i) construct the optimal binarysearch tree' (orl OBST

Algorithm maY be asked

2'Exp|ainhowtocomputeaBinomia|Coefficientusingdynamicprogrammingmethod.
3. explain the algorithm to compute the all pairs source shortest path using dynamic programming and

prove that it is optima-
4. Explain Huffman trees with an example'

5. Explain prims or dijktras algorithm 
Unit lv

1.Exp|ainthemaximumf|owprob|ema|gorithmandprovethemaxF|owmincuttheorem
2. Explain in detail about the maximum matching in Bipartite graph with an example

3'so|vethef|owing|inearprogrammingprob|emsgeometrical|yusingsimp|exmethodMaximize
3x+5y subject to r*\ <=Q' , x+3y <=6t x>=0'y>=0

4, Explain biPartite graPhs

5. What is Stable Marriage problem? Explain with an Example' Also give its applications

Unit V

1, Explain class N, NP and NP complete problems with example

2. Using Backtracking enumerate ial g-queens problem (b) Hamiltonian circuit problem

3. Compare Backtracking, Branch and bound techniques with example

4, Explain Approximation algorithms in detail
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